
For builders

Solar & Aircon
Packages

Pricing List



*Pricing is based on single story, tin roof, timber frame construction house located on the Sunshine Coast.

from
$9,350 *

+Solar Aircon

6.6kw

Inverter:Growatt

Panels: Longi

12.5kw

Brand:Midea

8 outlets, 4 zones

Ducted/Solar Package

Entry Level

from$10,585 *

+Solar Aircon

6.6kw

Inverter: Sungrow

Panels: Longi

12.5kw

Brand:Mitsubishi

8 outlets, 4 zones

Ducted/Solar Package

Mid Level

from$13,350 *

+
Solar Aircon

6.6kw

Inverter: Sungrow

Panels: Longi

Full Monitoring

System

12.5kw

Brand:Daikin

8 outlets, 4 zones

Advantage Air

Wall Controller

Ducted/Solar Package

Top End

Pricing list



Over 130+ Reviews4.8

Tenmen Electrical replaced one
of my old splitsystem aircon units.
The quote was competitive and
easy to understand, they turned
up on time, left the job site clean
and tidy, and all in all, I was very
happy with the service.Jack, Dicky
Beach

- Jack B.

Solar system installed. I found the
whole experience very easy. Isaac
spent a fair bit of time explaining
Solar systems. The installation
was carried out in a timely fash-
ion by three very polite and ener-
getic team members. Lead by
Jordan, Josh and Jai all did a fan-
tastic job. Kept me informed and
cleaned up everyday. Very happy
with their workmanship.

- Jeff P.

We had exceptional service at
Tenmen. They arranged an ap-
pointment first thing, delivered
professional and quality service,
and are a constant pleasure to
work with. Wonderful staff and
we are always very happy with
their service. Thanks, we will con-
tinue to make you our first prefer-
ence for electrical work.

- Julie H.

Accredited and Insured

We have the necessary accreditations, insurances
and experience to carry out any kind of electrical,
solar and air conditioner installation.

What it’s like to
work with Tenmen

Send us your plans
Step one

We like to offer the best solution and in order to do this, we
carefully analyze your plans and needs. Each project is unique
so it requires an exclusive solution. Send us your plans and
we will find that solution for you.
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Get a detailed proposal
Step two

After having analyzed your plans and understand your needs, we
will make a customized proposal with the best option for you.
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Hassle free installation
Step three

If you are happy with our proposal and decide to go ahead, our
team will take care of everything with the minimum of hassle
and the best quality in our work.
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Follow these 3 steps and Tenmen
will find the best Solar and Air
Conditioner package for your build.

What’s next?



ABN 86 431 765 743Electrical License: 77983

www.tenmenelectrical.com

1300 836 636

Contact us!


